Abstract-Game Theory has a wide range of applications in department of economics, but in the field of computer science, especially in the optimization algorithm is seldom used. In this paper, we integrate thinking of game theory into optimization algorithm, and then propose a new optimization model which can be widely used in optimization processing. This optimization model is divided into two types, which are called "the complete consistency" and "the partial consistency". In these two types, the partial consistency is added disturbance strategy on the basis of the complete consistency. When model's consistency is satisfied, the Nash equilibrium of the optimization model is global optimal and when the model's consistency is not met, the presence of perturbation strategy can improve the application of the algorithm. The basic experiments suggest that this optimization model has broad applicability and better performance, and gives a new idea for some intractable problems in the field of artificial intelligence.
INTRODUCTION
In the area of optimal algorithm, there are more computing models that merit attention, such as artificial neural network (ANN) [1] , simulated annealing (SA) [2] , genetic algorithm (GA) [3] and ant colony algorithm (ACA) [4] , but the algorithms are abstract about our real world. In recent years, Game theory grows at an exorbitant rate, because Game theory has particular mathematics model which could connect real world. Von Neumann and Morgan Stein proposed Game theory in 1944 [5] , and this theory was promoted by Nash, in the 1950s [6] [7] . The theory has been applied widely in the fields of economics, politics, statistics, social psychology, law and philosophy [8] [9] [10] .
However, in the area of computer science, Game theory only has some studies which tend to approach mathematics and a lot of applications of particular problems. In the mathematical study of Game theory, it is a challenged problem to find the Nash equilibrium effectively and quickly. The paper [11] studied three computational intelligence methods, which are covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategies, particle swarm optimization and differential evolution, [12] developed a new algorithm for computing Nash equilibrium of N-player games. In the fields of application of Game theory, the attentions of most researchers are evolutionary game and multi-agent. The evolutionary game is a branch of Game theory, it bases on an assumed theory: evolutionary change was caused by natural selection within the group, and evolved to search evolutionary stable strategy by choice of behavior which has frequent dependence [13] . In the area of multiagent, [14] designed a team of agents that can accomplish consensus over a common value for the agents' output using cooperative game theory approach. [15] showed that cooperative multi-agent systems should be designed in games with dominant strategies that may lead to social dilemmas, and non-cooperative multi-agent systems, on the other hand, should be designed for games with no clear dominant strategies and high degree of problem complexity. In additional, in order to improve the efficiency, researcher used Game theory to solve multiagent task allocation [16] . [17] based on game theory, and developed the multi-domain network model with involving multiple quality of service parameters. YAMAOKA [18] based on game theory, proposed an dynamic and distributed routing control method. [19] discussed a problem which was cooperative game theory in the manipulation of vote.
Game theory provides an environment which benefits the learning and optimization of multi-objection and has full opportunities and challenges. Every player needs to select the best strategy, and in this process, sometimes, they have to consider the choices of others, so the result of game depends on the every player's selection of strategies [20] .
In the area of multi-objective optimization, some researchers proposed an algorithm that based on evolutionary game theory to solve multi-objective optimization problem [21] . [22] studied a model of multiobjective game and had a great interesting to solve problems in economics and environmental equilibrium. Zamarripa [23] developed a multi-objective mixed integer linear programming model which devised to optimize the planning of supply chains using Game Theory optimization for decision making in cooperative and/or competitive scenarios. Lee [24] showed how Game Strategies can be hybridized and coupled to MultiObjective Evolutionary Algorithms to accelerate convergence speed and to produce a set of high quality solutions. Dhingra [25] developed a new optimization method which combines game theory and fuzzy set theory. Rao [26] described the relationship between Pareto-optimal solutions and game theory and develop A computational procedure for solving a general multiobjective optimization problem using cooperative game theory.
Game theory is used with optimization problem that is not easy, because we must put the optimization problem in close contact with learning algorithm of Game theory, such as design players, find contradiction in the players and draft payoff functions. In this paper, we propose an optimization model bases on Game theory. First of all, we have derived "Existence of multi-dimensional Nash Equilibrium with continuous payoffs" from "Existence of Mixed-Strategy Nash Equilibrium" and "Existence of Nash Equilibrium in infinite games with continuous payoffs". This theory is a mathematical foundation of the optimization model. And, secondly, we propose the optimization model: "Intelligent Game System", there are some natural players and only one virtual player in the optimization model, and the games have also been divided into two groups: the game between natural players and the game between natural player and virtual player. When these natural players do not have conflicts of interest with each other, the optimization model degenerates into a simple game between natural player and virtual player without considering the relationships of natural players between each game. The classification of strategy sets based on the initial strategy was transformed into the classification based on the policy results because of the payoff matrix proposed, so that the whole becomes simple and efficient optimization model. In the model, an important constraint condition is consistency. When the problem has complete consistency, it is a basic Intelligent Game System and is called "IGS of complete consistency", and the main job of solving is to find the Nash equilibrium of IGS. When the problem does not have complete consistency or the problem has partial consistency, we must use strategy of disturbance under some conditions to make the optimization model turn towards global optimization. At this moment, the optimization model is called "IGS of partial consistency". IGS of partial consistency improves universality on the basis of IGS of complete consistency, and we should design the strategy of disturbance by the specific problem. We can use traditional methods, such as gradient descent, also may directly amend the parameters, but the only limitation is to make the result of optimization model better.
It is a crux that how to define payoff function of natural player and payoff function of virtual player in the optimization model. A good payoff function can greatly improve the efficiency of the optimization model. The definition of payoff function of virtual player is simple, because the optimized objective of the problem always is the virtual player itself. While the payoff function of the natural player is more difficult to define, this is needed to analyze according to the specific issues on a case-by-case basis. We should change payoff function of natural player when efficiency of optimization model is poor, and the efficiency of optimization model may improve vastly .
In this paper, the two experiments are bin packing problem, the optimization of Chebyshev neural networks, and these optimization models are IGSs of partial consistency. In the bin packing problem, we define every object as natural player and all bins as virtual player. The Experimental results show that this optimization model can acquire the speed and the accuracy of traditional algorithms in the bin packing problem. In the experiment of Chebyshev neural networks, we discuss in depth the effect of disturbance on the optimization model. Experimental results show that the model has done well in the partial consistency and the optimization result is improved.
II. INTELLIGENT GAME SYSTEM

A. The proof of Operational Research
Game theory is a theory on strategy choice between individuals with some sensible, as the theoretical basis of the optimization model, we give definitions and corresponding proofs.
Definition 1 Pure strategy game is a tuple G:
In the tuple,   
Si S S S 
. If player i choose every pure strategy
with probability
is called a mixed strategy of player i . In this,
From Definition 1 and Definition 2, the pure strategy game is a special case of the mixed strategy game. When each strategy in the mixed strategy game probability is 1, mixed strategy game converts to pure strategy game.
Next, we give the definition of the Nash equilibrium: A Nash equilibrium is a profile of strategies such that each player's strategy is an optimal response to the other players' strategies.
Definition 3 If for all players i , the model has
Theorem 1 Existence of Mixed-Strategy Nash Equilibrium:
Every finite strategic-form game has mixed-strategy equilibrium [6] .
Theorem 1 as the fundamental theorem of The Game Theory, and Theorem 2 broadened to continuous pure strategy game theory on the basis of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 is following.
Theorem 2 Existence of Nash Equilibrium in infinite games with continuous payoffs:
Consider a strategic-form game whose strategy spaces 
, , 
is upper semicontinuous, by the theorem 2.3, the equilibrium point exists, and
In the nest process, which is development of game theory and optimization model, a crucial question is to construct the mathematical model of Game theory in the special problem. In this section, we propose definition of IGS (Intelligent Game System), and the model effectively solve the questions, such as designing players, finding contradiction in the players and drafting payoff functions.
B. Definition of IGS
Before define the IGS, we need to introduce the concept of virtual player.
Definition 4 Virtual player is an artificial game player, and it shows that global model, in other words, the virtual player's gain is the optimization model's global gain, so the virtual player's gain is determined by all of nature players. Virtual player have independent payoff function, but it does not have independent strategy set, it means virtual player only passively chose whether to accept nature player's strategy. 
C. Bi-level Programming
In the IGS, there are two game models, which are different types: the game between nature players (firstlayer) and the game between nature player and virtual player (second -layer). But in the special issue, the second layer is confused, because virtual player have no independent strategy set. So we introduce the payoff matrix to instead the strategy set. First, we define the payoff matrix.
Definition 7 Payoff matrix is matrix which is composed of payoff expectation which come from the change of strategy in the game between nature player and virtual player.
Virtual player have no independent strategy set, so virtual player can only be passively selected whether accept nature player's strategy, but virtual player have its payoff function, so it could classified. Here, we divide into three categories: strategy classified set of the payoff change expectation is rise, strategy classified set of the payoff change expectation is equality, and strategy classified set of the payoff change expectation is decline. 
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Payoff matrix which is composed of payoff change expectation with strategy sets and payoff functions which in the strategy classified set are significance characteristics of IGS, like this, when we design the game model, we need not regard the low-level of game model, such as strategy, only need to pay attention on the results of strategy. When doing it, the second -layer has partial characteristic of pure strategy game, nature player want to select a pure strategy which is accepted by virtual player. Although virtual player is not active, it also has a right to select pure strategy.
Theorem 4 If payoff matrix has equilibrium, the equilibrium of payoff function exists in strategy classified set. Strategy classified set only classifies strategy set by payoff change expectation , does not change any strategies and payoff functions, so when the IGS is balance in a point which is in strategy classified set of payoff matrix, it means the strategy classified set have a strategy which would make game to balance. Therefore the equilibrium of payoff function is existent in strategy classified set.
Theorem 4 means, as long as the payoff matrix has equilibrium, the equilibrium must exist in strategy classified set. And Theorem 4 does not restrict how to determine the equilibrium in the payoff matrix, which means, in this step, we add an external selection from outside of the game; the model can still get a pure strategy in strategy classified set.
It is very important that game avoid detail in the IGS, because if we think of every part in the game, it is very confused. In the traditional Game theory, according to the sequence action, game is divided into static game and dynamic game, according to result of the game as common knowledge, for every player, game is divided into complete information game and incomplete information game. In this paper, we should define all of game in IGS is complete information game, but is static game or dynamic game, it is a difficult question. In fact, from an IGS's perspective, the result of game is important, in other words, whatever static game or dynamic game, there is no effect on the IGS, so it gives users a very large flexibility
D. Definition of Consistency
First, we give the definition of consistency conditions: 
pay nash
Theorem 5 is proved.
III. IGS OF COMPLETE CONSISTENCY AND PARTIAL CONSISTENCY
From the definitions in section 2 and section 3, we first discuss IGS of complete consistency, this IGS is divided into two categories by the correlation: unrelated IGS of complete consistency and related IGS of complete consistency.
A. IGS of Complete Consistency
In the unrelated IGS of complete, every nature player can maximize its benefit and do not need regard other players' action in the first-layer, and in the secondlayer, every nature player has game with virtual. So, from the macro view, one global static game becomes some miniature games.
In the related IGS of complete consistency, every nature player relates to other nature players, so nature player must regard others in the determination, and every nature player come to a decision, then they into procession which have game with virtual player.
B. IGS of Partial Consistency
Consistency conditions are an important condition for IGS, but some problems have not been to meet the consistency conditions in the optimization process. Therefore, consistency condition is divided into complete consistency and partial consistency, the In the unrelated IGS of partial consistency, like unrelated IGS of complete consistency, every nature player isolates other nature players, so nature player need not regard others in the determination. But we have to attention in Nash equilibrium, because the Nash equilibrium may be not global optimization, the IGS needs add disturbance.
The related IGS of partial consistency, this is complicated IGS, like related IGS of complete consistency, nature players cannot determine independently. In addition, we must know that virtual player's payoff function or global benefit of the optimization model is not maximal in the Nash equilibrium, and every disturbance, the equilibrium also be broken, all of nature players have to find other equilibrium under the virtual player's restrict.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Bin Packing Problem
Bin packing problem is a significant optimization problem, because bin packing problem is a NP-hard problem [27] . In recent years, there are some algorithms, such as Next Fit (NF), First Fit (FF), Best Fit (BF), and First Fit Decreasing (FFD), in addition, there are some algorithms like simulated annealing (SA) [24] .
Problem definition There are some objects N , (1, 2, , ) Ni  , everyone has a volume v , 12 , , , i v v v , every bin has a maximum value, it means bin's volume V , we need keep minimum numbers of bin to hold the objects. We construct IGS, the Multi-tuple as follows: In this table, we would know about this result, IGS have reached FFD and BFD which are general algorithms in this time, it means, at the least, IGS can ensure the accuracy of FFD and BFD.
Like Figure 1 , this is TEST0058 payoff curve, and there is no disturbance, so the maximal payoff is 8.6925.
Like Figure 2 , this is TEST0058 payoff curve and have disturbance from the Nash equilibrium, so the maximal payoff is 9.6429 Figure 2 . Disturbance on TEST0058's payoff curve
B. Related IGS of Partial Consistence-Chebyshev Neural Network Problem Definition
Chebyshev neural network was proposed in the early 1990s [25] , its theoretical foundation come from Chebyshev polynomial. The Chebyshev neural network structure is completely different from the structure of the traditional neural network. The structure of one variable Chebyshev neural network model like this: Figure 3 Here Here is the definition of the Chebyshev polynomial: Definition 11 Chebyshev polynomial of degree recursive polynomial as:
The Chebyshev polynomials group of recurrence relation as: We construct IGS, the Multi-tuple as follows: (( , ),{ }, , Payoff function of virtual player does not have objection, the fundamental purpose of itself, which is also Chebyshev neural network training. But there are some different definitions for payoff function of the nature player, although nature player's benefit is not our purpose, a better payoff function of nature player could significantly increase the training efficiency of the system. Experiment and result () y f x x  , input value is x-coordinate of 20 points which come from 0 to 1.9, output value is y-coordinate of 20 points which come from 0 to 1.9.Chebyshevneural network nodes is 6: Obviously, this IGS are partial consistency, only hope the system itself cannot achieve the required precision, which needs for disturbance.
Disturbance strategy uses traditional BP (Back Propagation) strategy, in case that adding disturbance strategy, function eventually stabilizes at 1.3655, the evaluation function show in (Figure 5 ). We can be seen something from Figure3: after joining disturbance, the system accuracy is improved.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a new optimization model which uses Game theory and has broad applicability and preferable accuracy. There are some issues that still need to resolve in future studies, such as discussion cooperation between nature player, and stability of IGS to solve more complex problems, are focus of future research.
